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Surfae Superondutivity in Niobiumfor Superonduting RF CavitiesS. Casalbuoni1;2, E.-A. Knabbe2, J. K�otzler1, L. Lilje2,L. von Sawilski1, P. Shm�user3, B. Ste�en2;31Institut f�ur Angewandte Physik, Universit�at Hamburg2Deutshes Elektronensynhrotron DESY, Hamburg3Institut f�ur Experimentalphysik, Universit�at HamburgAbstratA systemati study is presented on the superondutiv-ity (s) parameters of the ultrapure niobium used for thefabriation of the nine-ell 1.3 GHz avities for the lin-ear ollider projet TESLA. Cylindrial Nb samples havebeen subjeted to the same surfae treatments that areapplied to the TESLA avities: bu�ered hemial polish-ing (BCP), eletrolyti polishing (EP), low-temperaturebakeout (LTB). The magnetization urves and the om-plex magneti suseptibility have been measured over awide range of temperatures and d magneti �elds, andalso for di�erent frequenies of the applied a magneti�eld. The bulk superondutivity parameters suh as theritial temperature T = 9:26 K and the upper ritial�eld B2(0) = 410 mT are found to be in good agreementwith previous data. Evidene for surfae superondu-tivity at �elds above B2 is found in all samples. Theritial surfae �eld exeeds the Ginzburg-Landau �eldB3 = 1:695B2 by about 10% in BCP-treated samplesand inreases even further if EP or LTB are applied.From the �eld dependene of the suseptibility and apower-law analysis of the omplex a ondutivity andresistivity the existene of two di�erent phases of surfaesuperondutivity an be established whih resemble theMeissner and Abrikosov phases in the bulk: (1) \oher-ent surfae superondutivity", allowing s shielding ur-rents owing around the entire ylindrial sample, forexternal �elds B in the range B2 < B < Boh3 , and(2) \inoherent surfae superondutivity" with dison-neted s domains for Boh3 < B < B3. The \oherent"ritial surfae �eld separating the two phases is foundto be Boh3 = 0:81B3 for all samples. The exponentsin the power law analysis are di�erent for BCP and EPsamples, pointing to di�erent surfae topologies.1 IntrodutionThe proposed linear eletron-positron ollider projetTESLA is based on superondutor tehnology for parti-le aeleration. For a entre-of-mass energy of 500 GeVan aelerating �eld of 23.4 MV/m is required in the1.3 GHz nine-ell avities whih are made from pureniobium and ooled by superuid helium at 2 K. Theavities for the TESLA Test Faility (TTF) lina arefabriated from 2.8 mm thik niobium sheets by deepdrawing and eletron beam welding. A damage layer

of about 150 �m thikness is removed from the innersurfae to obtain optimum performane in the superon-duting state. For the TTF avities this has been doneso far by hemial ething whih onsists of two alter-nating proesses: dissolution of the natural Nb2O5 layerby HF and re-oxidation of the niobium by a strongly ox-idizing aid suh as nitri aid (HNO3) [1,2℄. To reduethe ething speed a bu�er substane is added, for ex-ample phosphori aid, and the mixture is ooled below15ÆC. The standard proedure with a removal rate ofabout 1 �m per minute is alled bu�ered hemial pol-ishing (BCP) using an aid mixture of HF (40%), HNO3(65%) and H3PO4 (85%) in a volume ratio of 1:1:2. Inthe most reent industrial prodution of 24 TTF avi-ties an average gradient 26:1� 2:3 MV/m at a qualityfator Q0 = 1 � 1010 was ahieved. The tehnology de-veloped for TTF is hene adequate for TESLA-500 butonsiderable improvements are needed for an upgrade ofthe ollider to 800 GeV. A detailed desription of thepresent status of the nine-ell avity layout, fabriation,preparation and tests an be found in [3℄.After many years of intensive R&D there exists nowompelling evidene that the BCP proess limits theattainable �eld in multi-ell niobium avities to about30 MV/m. This is signi�antly below the physial limitof about 45 MV/m whih is given by the ondition thatthe radio frequeny (rf) magneti �eld has to stay belowthe ritial �eld of the superondutor. For the type IIsuperondutor niobium the maximum tolerable rf �eldappears to be lose to the thermodynami ritial �eld(B � 190 mT at 2 Kelvin).An alternative surfae preparation method is eletrolytipolishing (EP). The material is removed in an aid mix-ture (for example HF and H2SO4) under the ow of aneletri urrent. Sharp edges or tips are smoothed outand a very glossy surfae an be obtained. Using ele-trolyti polishing, sientists at the KEK laboratory inTsukuba (Japan) ahieved gradients of up to 40 MV/min single-ell avities [4,5℄. Meanwhile gradients of 35 - 40MV/m have been obtained repeatedly in many 1.3 GHzsingle-ell test avities [6, 7, 8℄. Reently the EP teh-nology has been suessfully transferred to the nine-ellTESLA avities yielding a reord value of 39 MV/m ina multiell avity [9℄.The superiority of EP as ompared to BCP an bepartially understood in terms of the muh reduedsurfae roughness. The sharp ridges at the grainboundaries of an ethed niobium surfae may ause loalenhanements of the rf magneti �eld and thereby leadto a premature breakdown of superondutivity at theseloalized spots. A model based on this idea, developedby Knobloh et al. [10℄, is able to explain the redutionof the quality fator at high �eld. However, a puzzlingobservation whih does not �t into this geometrialpiture was made during the CERN-DESY-SalayR&D programme on the eletropolishing of single-ellavities [8℄: after the EP and rinsing with ultrapure1



water the avities failed to reah full performane butexhibited a strong derease of quality fator whenhigh �elds were approahed. Applying a 24 - 48 hour\bakeout" at 120-140ÆC to the evauated avity resultedin a dramati improvement: very high gradients wereaessible and the \Q drop" vanished. It should benoted that the EP treatment at KEK [4, 5℄ alreadyinluded a bakeout at 85ÆC. The BCS surfae resistaneat 1.3-1.5 GHz is found to be redued by a fator of 2after baking [11, 8℄. However, by removing a layer of� 200�300 nm in steps of � 50 nm from the EP surfaeby \oxipolishing" the redution in RBCS is lost andthe \Q drop" reappears [11℄. The redution of RBCSduring baking has been attributed to oxygen atomsdi�using either from the dieletri Nb2O5 layer or fromintergrain niobium oxides/suboxides down to a depthof 200-300 nm [11℄. For further disussions we refer tothe review talks by P. Kneisel [12℄ and B. Visentin [13℄at the SRF2003 Workshop. Relevant investigations onthe inuene of surfae treatment on single ell avitieshave been presented at the same workshop by Ciovati etal. [16℄.Another explanation for the superiority of eletropol-ished avities has been proposed by Halbritter [17℄. Thesmoother surfae and the leaner grain boundaries of anEP-treated avity may lead to a redution of dieletrisurfae losses whih are aused by interfae tunnelexhange between the ondution eletrons in Nb andloalized states in the Nb-Nb2O5�x interfae.Magneti measurements on niobium samples are a usefultool to explore the surfae treatments whih improve av-ity performane. This idea is based on the fat that forpure niobium the ratio � = �L=� is in the order of unity,so that surfae superondutivity and eletromagnetilosses of mirowave �elds reside in thin surfae sheathsof nearly the same thikness, given by the orrelationlength � and the penetration depth �L, respetively. Theexperimental studies on the magnetization and susepti-bility of niobium samples presented here have been ar-ried out with the aim to gain an understanding of thesuperonduting properties in this sheath and their de-pendene on the various treatments (BCP, EP, bakeout)that are applied to the TESLA avities. The sampleshave been ut from remainders of the niobium sheetsused in avity prodution and have been subjeted tothe same hemial, eletro-hemial and thermal treat-ments as the TESLA avities.2 Experimental ProedureThe samples for the magnetization and suseptibilitymeasurements are ylinders with a raw diameter of2.5 mm and a height of 2.8 mmwhih are ut by eletro-erosion from the Nb sheets used for rf avity prodution.The niobium is of high purity with a residual resistiv-

ity ratio RRR of 300. The impurity ontents is givenin Table 1. The eletroerosion leaves an oxide surfaelayer of several �m thikness whih is removed by hem-ial ething of about 50 �m, applying the standard BCPproess. The samples are rinsed with ultrapure waterand annealed for 2 hours at 800 ÆC in a vauum fur-nae (p < 10�7 mbar) to remove dissolved hydrogen andrelieve mehanial stress in the material. After the an-nealing a seond 50 �mBCP and water rinsing is applied.In this state the samples have a similar surfae strutureas the BCP-treated avities.Table 1: Impurity ontents of the Nb samples.Ta 210-950 ppm O < 40 ppmW < 100 ppm N < 20 ppmMo < 50 ppm C < 20 ppmTi < 40 ppm H < 3 ppmFe < 30 ppmSeveral samples have been eletropolished after the BCPtreatment. Only the ylindrial surfae has been pol-ished with a removed thikness between 40 �m and165 �m. The EP has been arried out at room tem-perature in a mixture of HF (56%) and H2SO4 (90%).Low temperature baking (LTB) has been applied both toBCP- and EP-treated samples, with a bakeout tempera-ture of 100� 1ÆC, 120� 5ÆC, 123� 1ÆC resp. 144� 1ÆCand a baking time between 12 and 96 hours in a vauumfurnae at p < 10�7 mbar. Three of the BCP-treated andbaked samples have been subsequently ethed by 1 �m,5 �m and 10 �m in order to investigate whether possiblebaking e�ets are lost by the removal of the surfae layer.Sanning Eletron Mirosopy and Atomi Fore Mi-rosopy [18℄ reveal a very low surfae roughness of about1 nm on the Nb grains (area of about 10�10 �m2). Thesteps at grain boundaries range from 1 �m to a few �mon BCP-treated samples [19℄ and are below 100 nm afterthe EP.The sample magnetization is determined with a ommer-ial SQUID magnetometer (Quantum Design MPMS2)at temperatures ranging from 2 K to 300 K in external d�elds between zero and 1 Tesla. The SQUIDmagnetome-ter allows also to measure the a suseptibility at 10 Hz.A seond magnetometer, based on the mutual indutanetehnique, is used in ombination with a lok-in ampli�er(EG&G PARC Model 5302) to extend the a susepti-bility measurements up to frequenies of 1 MHz in thetemperature range between 1.5 K and 4.2 K (pumped4He ryostat). The linearity of the response to the ap-plied a �eld has been veri�ed for a �eld amplitudesfrom 0:1 �T to 500 �T. In all measurements the externalmagneti �elds (d and a) are arefully aligned paral-lel to the symmetry axis of the ylinders, so that aboveH2 surfae superondutivity an only nuleate on theylindrial walls and not on the end faes. The demagne-tization fator NZ = 0:36 derived from the initial slope of2



the d magnetization urveM (H) = �H=(1�NZ ) agreeswith the theoretial expression NZ = 1�1=(1+qa=b) [20℄.Here q = 4=3� + 2=3� tanh(1:27b=a ln(1 + a=b)), whereh = 2b is the height and a the radius of the ylinder.The magnetization and suseptibility data presented inthe next setions have been orreted using this demag-netization fator.3 Bulk superondutivityThe superonduting transition temperature T is deter-mined from the onset of the sreening omponent �0of the omplex a suseptibility � = �0 � i�00, mea-sured at vanishing d �eld as a funtion of temper-ature (see Fig. 1). The average ritial temperatureT = 9:263�0:003 K of all samples agrees with the valueT = 9:25� 0:01 K reported by Finnemore at al. [21℄ forhigh purity Nb (RRR = 1600� 400).
Figure 1: (a) Imaginary and (b) real part of the linear a sus-eptibility reorded near the zero-�eld transition temperatureof the Nb-ylinders under investigation. Note the di�erent�00-sale in (a).The omplex a suseptibility1 �(!) = �0(!) � i�00(!)is related to the ondutivity of a ylinder of radius aby [22,23℄�0(!) � i�00(!) = 2I1(x)xI0(x) � 1 (3.1)with x = pi!a2�0(�0(!) � i�00(!)) :Here I0(x) and I1(x) are modi�ed Bessel funtions. For ashort ylinder with heigth h = 2a the radius must be re-plaed by a=p2 2. The omplex ondutivity �(!) is ob-tained from the measured suseptibility �(!) by means of1The sign of the imaginary part refers to a time dependeneexp(+i!t) of the eletromagneti �elds.2 The e�et of sample geometry on the relation between �(!)and �(!) is extensively studied in Ref. [25℄.

Figure 2: Magnetization isothermal loops for a BCP sample.Plotted is ��0M as funtion of the applied �eld B = �0H.an inversion routine [24℄. The average Ohmi resistivityat 10 Hz and T > T is found to be �n = (0:5�0:1) n
m,on�rming the purity of the samples and the spei�a-tion of the manufaturers of RRR ' 300.Table 2: Parameters of the Nb samples.BCP EPT [K℄ 9:263� 0:003RRR � 300surf. roughnesson grain [nm℄ � 1steps at grain bound. 1-5 �m . 0:1�mB(0) [mT℄ 180� 5B2(0) [mT℄ 410� 5J(0; 0) [A/mm2℄ 240� 10 180� 10In order to determine the thermodynami ritial �eldH the reversible magnetization Mrev = (M+ +M�)=2is dedued from the hysteresis loops (Fig. 2), where M+orresponds to the asending and M� to the desendingbranh of the loop. The reversible magnetisation of aBCP sample is plotted in Fig. 3a. The thermodynamiritial �eld is given byH2 = 2�0 Z H20 Mrev(H)dH: (3.2)The ritial �eld at T = 0 is derived using the empiriallaw H(T ) = H(0)(1� (T=T)2) (3.3)where T is given in Tab. 2. The upper ritial �eld H2an be determined with high auray from the onset ofthe irreversible magnetization Mirr = (M+ �M�)=2, as3



Figure 3: (a) Reversible magnetization of a BCP sample at2 - 7 K, evaluated from the isothermal loops. (b) Irreversiblemagnetization at 2, 5 and 7 K, showing the sharp onset ofbulk superondutivity at B2(T ) = �0H2(T ).shown in the inset of Fig. 3b. The H2 data are welldesribed by the temperature dependene [26℄H2(T ) = H2(0) (1� (T=T)2)(1 + (T=T)2) : (3.4)The thermodynami and upper ritial �elds3 are plottedin Fig. 4 as funtions of temperature. Averaged over allsamples we get B2(0) = �0H2(0) = 410 � 5 mT andB(0) = �0H(0) = 180� 5 mT (see also Tab. 2). WhileB2(0) agrees with the upper ritial �eld reported inRef. [21℄ for pure niobium, our B(0) is 10% smaller thanthe value B(0) = 199� 1 mT quoted in [21℄.Within the Ginzburg-Landau (GL) theory it is possi-ble to determine the GL parameter at zero tempera-ture �(0) = B2(0)=(p2B(0)) = 1:61 � 0:07, the GL3In this paper we use the SI unit system and quote magneti�elds in the form B = �0H with the unit Tesla.

Figure 4: Temperature variation of the upper ritial �eldB2 = �0H2 and of the thermodynami ritial �eld B ofall ylinders. Solid urves: �ts based on Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4).The expeted linear behaviour of B2 lose to T is displayedin the inset.oherene length �(0) =p~=(2eB2(0)) = 28:3� 0:2 nmand the London penetration depth �L(0) = �(0)�(0) =46 � 2 nm. The data from di�erently treated sam-ples are in good agreement and on�rm the expetationthat neither eletropolishing nor low-temperature bake-out hange the superondutor parameters of the bulkniobium.The hysteresis loops observed in the magnetization mea-surements are a lear proof of magneti ux pinning. Un-der the assumption that pinning in the bulk dominatesone an derive the ritial urrent density from the irre-versible part of the magnetization: J = 3Mirr=a, wherea is the radius of the Nb ylinder. We obtain J = 240A/mm2 for the BCP samples and J = 180 A/mm2 forthe EP samples (both at T = 4:2 K and B = 0). SineEP does not a�et the bulk this di�erene implies thatsurfae ux pinning plays an important role too. Simi-lar observations were made by De Sorbo [27℄ who foundlarge variations of J between 10 and 1000 A/mm2 forNb with RRR ' 500, depending on the mehanial andthermal treatment.4 Surfae superondutivity4.1 Critial surfae �eldClose to the surfae a type II superondutor remainsin the superonduting state even if the upper riti-al �eld of the bulk is exeeded. Aording to theGinzburg-Landau theory the ritial surfae �eld is givenby B3 = 1:695B2 [28℄. Owing to the high sensitivityof the SQUID magnetometer, evidene for surfae super-4



Figure 5: Field dependene of the a suseptibility on a log-arithmi sale of Nb ylinders with di�erent surfae ondi-tions. The data have been taken at T = 5:0 K, f = 10 Hzand Ba = 1 �T. The surfae nuleation �elds B3 (arrows)are de�ned by the onset of an exess absorption (�00��00n) orexess shielding (�0 � �0n), where �00n resp. �0n are the imag-inary resp. real part of � in the normal state (indiated bythe horizontal solid lines).ondutivity in the �eld range B2 < B < B3 is in fatobservable in all samples. In Fig. 5 we show the omplexa suseptibility �0�i�00 at 5.0 K and 10 Hz as a funtionof the applied d �eld for samples with di�erent surfaetreatments: BCP, EP, baked and unbaked.Approahing the transition to superondutivity fromthe normal state, i.e. from high �elds, the nuleation�eld B3 is ommonly de�ned [29, 30℄ by the onset ofsreening, i.e., the appearane of a �nite j�0j above thesueptibility value �0n in the normal state. We observe astrong dependene of B3 on the surfae ondition: theBCP sample has the lowest B3, and both EP and bakinginrease the ritial surfae �eld.The a suseptibility of a BCP sample at temperaturesbetween 3.5 K and 9.0 K is plotted in Fig. 6. Similarmeasurements have been performed for all samples. Thetemperature dependene of B3 for samples with di�er-ent surfae treatment is shown in Fig. 7. The data arewell desribed by the relationB3(T ) = r32 �B2(T ) (4.1)where the ratio r32 depends on the surfae preparationbut not on the temperature, see Tab. 3 and Fig. 8.The reproduibility of the measurements of the ratio r32has been demonstrated on six BCP samples, two foreah of the Nb produers (all Nb sheets have RRR �300). The average value for the BCP samples is r32 =1:86�0:03 and hene larger than Ginzburg-Landau valuerGL = 1:695.If a BCP sample reeives an eletropolishing of 80 �mthe ratio r32 grows by � 12%. Also a low temperature

Figure 6: (a) Imaginary and (b) real part of the a susep-tibility of a BCP-treated sample as a funtion of �eld fortemperatures between 3.5 K and 9.0 K.baking (LTB) inreases the ratio r32 onsiderably, seeFig. 8. Here the reproduibility has been demonstratedon six BCP samples, two for eah of the Nb produers,whih were baked for 48 h at 120ÆC and yielded r32 =2:33� 0:05. In the bakeout at 123ÆC the ratio r32 growswith inreasing baking time. At 144ÆC a saturation valueof r32 = 2:59 � 0:05 is reahed after 24 hours withoutfurther inrease towards longer baking times. The gainin the ratio r32 is ompletely lost if a 1 �m surfae layeris removed by hemial ething. This proves that only athin surfae layer is modi�ed by the bakeout.
Figure 7: Temperature dependene of ritial surfae �eldB3 = �0H3 of the samples shown in Fig. 5. The data are�tted to the funtion B3(T ) = r32B2(T ), where the ratio r32depends on the surfae preparation but not on temperature.This means that B2 and B3 have the same temperaturedependene.5



Figure 8: The ratio r32 = B3=B2 as a funtion of bakingtime for BCP and EP samples at di�erent baking tempera-tures.Baking at 100ÆC yields only a slight rise in r32. More-over, no appreiable hange is observed by extending thebaking time from 24 h to 94 h. This means that 100ÆCis probably too low a temperature for hanging thesuperondutor properties at the Nb surfae signi�antly.The existene of a ritial surfae �eld exeeding theupper ritial �eld of the bulk, B3 = rGLB2 withrGL = 1:695, was predited by de Gennes and Saint-James by solving the linearized Ginzburg-Landau equa-tion in the presene of a plane boundary whih reates amirror image of the potential. If we retain this idea theinreased ratio r32 > rGL may be explained by assuminga larger value of B2 lose to the surfae, Bsurf2 > Bbulk2 ,and by relating B3 to this �eld: B3 = rGLBsurf2 .The enhaned Bsurf2 may be aused for instane by ahigher onentration of impurities and a redued oher-ene length.One obvious ontaminant is oxygen. After the disov-ery of the bakeout e�et in avities systemati studieshave been onduted on the morphologial and hemialstruture of niobium samples, for instane by surfae-sensitive methods suh as XPS (X-ray indued photo-eletron spetrosopy) [31,32,33℄. These studies indiatethat baking auses a partial disintegration of the exter-nal Nb2O5 layer and the formation of metalli suboxides(NbO, NbO2).The e�et of interstitial oxygen on the upper ritial �eldof niobium was studied by Koh et al. [34℄. The onen-tration O of oxygen in atomi per ent an be derivedfrom an expression valid at 4.2 K [35℄O [at: %℄ = 1:475 � 10�3(Bsurf2 [mT℄� 276) :Under the assumption that the enhaned surfae �elds

Table 3: The ratio r32 = B3=B2 for all samples.Sample r32 = B3=B2BCP only 1:86� 0:03BCP+BakingBCP+24h 100ÆC 1:93� 0:05BCP+48h 100ÆC 1:93� 0:05BCP+96h 100ÆC 1:93� 0:05BCP+48h 120ÆC 2:16� 0:03BCP+24h 123ÆC 2:17� 0:05BCP+48h 123ÆC 2:33� 0:05BCP+96h 123ÆC 2:32� 0:05BCP+24h 144ÆC 2:59� 0:05BCP+48h 144ÆC 2:59� 0:05BCP+96h 144ÆC 2:59� 0:05BCP+Baking+BCPBCP+48h 120ÆC +1 �m BCP 1:90� 0:03BCP+48h 120ÆC +5 �m BCP 1:87� 0:03BCP+48h 120ÆC +10 �m BCP 1:86� 0:03BCP+EPBCP+40�mEP 1:92� 0:05BCP+80�mEP 2:10� 0:03BCP+145�mEP 1:99� 0:05BCP+165�mEP 1:99� 0:05BCP+EP+BakingBCP+40�mEP+48h 123ÆC 2:64� 0:05BCP+80�mEP+48h 123ÆC 2:57� 0:05BCP+145�mEP+48h 123ÆC 2:40� 0:05BCP+165�mEP+48h 123ÆC 2:40� 0:05Bsurf2 are indeed aused by oxygen this formula is usedto ompute the oxygen onentration listed in Table 4.Figure 9 shows that the oxygen onentration inreasesif a BCP sample is subjeted to EP or LTB.In a study on BCP avities reently performed at Je�er-son Lab, Ciovati et al. [16℄ measured an average surfaeRRR = 206 � 3. Under the same assumption that oxy-gen is the main ontaminant they �nd O = 0:017at.%whih, onsidering the di�erent BCP onditions in thetwo laboratories, is in reasonable agreement with our re-sults for BCP samples of O = 0:035at.%.Shmidt [36℄ has proposed a model in whih the impuritiesare ontained in a layer whose thikness is less than theoherene length of the bulk d � � . This model preditsthe following relation:r32 = 1:67�1 + (1� �G)p1:7 d�(T )� : (4.2)Here �G is the Gor'kov impurity funtion whih relatesthe GL � parameters in the pure bulk and the pointdefeted surfae, �G = �=�surf . Sine (1 � �G) � 1and d=� � 1 the maximum ratio is rmax � 3:8, whihis onsistent with our results. Eq. (4.2) embodies twounknowns, the mean free path ` and and the thikness dalong with �0 = 1:35 �(0) [37℄, hene we an only onsider6



Figure 9: Oxygen onentration as a funtion of baking timefor di�erent surfae treatments.limiting ases. In the dirty limit ` ! 0 ones gets �G '1:33 `=�0! 0 and r32 inreases with inreasing thiknessd of the ontaminated layer. The minimum values of din the dirty limit are listed in Tab. 4. In the lean limit`� �0 one has �G ' 1�0:884 �0=`, hene the maximumvalue of ` is given by putting d = �. The results arelisted in Tab. 4. Both the oxygen ontamination modeland the Shmidt model are onsistent with the idea ofoxygen di�usion during baking from the � 5 nm thinNb2O5 sheath into deeper layers [11℄.5 Coherent surfae superondu-tivity5.1 Surfae ondutivity and resistivityWe now examine in more detail the behaviour of theniobium samples for applied magneti d �elds in therange between B2 and B3 where only a thin surfaesheath is superonduting while the bulk is in the nor-mal state. Coming down from high �elds, the sreeningpart of � starts to grow upon rossing B3. Owingto the high sensitivity of the SQUID magnetometer,the onset of sreening is learly visible when ��0 isplotted on a logarithmi sale (Fig. 10). This allowsa preise determination of the ritial surfae �eldB3. On a linear sale, however, the onset of surfaesuperondutivity is barely visible, while a strong riseof ��0 is observed at a lower �eld Boh3 . FollowingRef. [38℄, we all this �eld the oherent ritial surfae�eld, for reasons explained below. It is still well abovethe nuleation �eld B2 of the bulk.To gain a deeper insight into the physial mehanisms inthis region it is instrutive to study the �eld dependeneof the omplex ondutivity � = �0�i�00 and the resistiv-ity � = 1=� = �0+i�00. These quantities an be alulated

Table 4: Parameters of the oxygen-ontamination model andthe Shmidt model.Sample O (at.%O) dmin [nm℄ `max [nm℄BCP only 0.035 2.5 436BCP+Baking24h 100ÆC 0.052 3.5 31848h 100ÆC 0.052 3.5 31896h 100ÆC 0.052 3.5 31848h 120ÆC 0.106 6.5 16924h 123ÆC 0.109 6.5 16648h 123ÆC 0.147 8.5 12596h 123ÆC 0.144 8.5 12724h 144ÆC 0.209 12 9048h 144ÆC 0.209 12 9096h 144ÆC 0.209 12 90BCP+Baking (48h at 120ÆC)+ short BCP1 �m BCP 0.045 3. 3605 �m BCP 0.037 2.5 41410 �m BCP 0.035 2.5 436BCP+EP40 �m EP 0.049 3 33180 �m EP 0.092 6 192145 �m EP 0.066 4 259165 �m EP 0.066 4 259BCP+EP+Baking (48h at 123ÆC)40 �m EP 0.221 13 8580 �m EP 0.204 12 92145 �m EP 0.163 9.5 113165 �m EP 0.163 9.5 113from the a suseptibility with the help of Eq. (3.1). Inthe range B3 > B > Boh3 the resistivity �0 is sharplydropping with dereasing B, but there is only very littlesreening (�00 is extremely small), as an be seen fromFig. 11. This an be interpreted in the following way: forapplied �elds B3 > B > Boh3 the surfae sheath is notuniformly superonduting but only in disonneted do-mains suh that super-urrents owing around the entireNb ylinder are impeded. The situation hanges dramat-ially when the applied �eld falls below Boh3 : here theOhmi resistivity �0 vanishes and the imaginary part �00of the ondutivity rises steeply with dereasing �eld.Sine !�00 is proportional to the Cooper pair density4, itwas proposed in Ref. [38℄ to assoiate Boh3 with the on-set of long-range superondutivity in the surfae sheath.This observation justi�es the name oherent surfae �eld.Slightly below Boh3 the suseptibility reahes the value�0 = �1 whih is harateristi of omplete shielding.The singular behaviour of �0 and �00 near the transitionto oherent surfae superondutivity an be desribedby power laws in ��B � Boh3 ��, see Fig. 11. Above the4In the two-uidmodel of superondutivity, the imaginarypartof the a ondutivity is given by �00 = 2ne2=(me!) where n isthe Cooper pair density, see for example [39℄.7



Figure 10: a) The negative real part of the suseptibility ofan EP ylinder at 6.0 K and 10 Hz, plotted on a logarithmisale, as a funtion of the applied �eld. The start of thegrowth of j�0j de�nes the ritial surfae �eld B3 = �0H3.b) The same data on a linear sale. The �eld Boh3 marksthe onset of oherent surfae superondutivity with a stronggrowth of j�0j towards j�0j = 1.transition one gets�0(B) / (B �Boh3 )s for Boh3 < B < B3 (5.1)while below the transition�00(B) / (Boh3 � B)t for B2 < B < Boh3 : (5.2)For the EP samples (baked and unbaked) the expo-nents are found to be equal: s = t = 1:3 � 0:1, seeFigs. 11 and 12. This is onsistent with a 2-D modelof a perolation-driven transition to oherent superon-dutivity [38, 40, 41℄. For the BCP samples, however,the exponents s = 1:05 � 0:10 and t = 1:4 � 0:1 aredi�erent (see Fig. 13), indiating a dimensionality of theperolating network whih is slightly higher than two butstill muh smaller than three [42℄. The power law anal-ysis points to di�erent surfae topologies and eletronistrutures of BCP and EP samples. As expeted, bak-ing has no inuene on the topology, and hene does notmodify the exponents.An interesting observation is that the oherent ritialsurfae �eld is always a �xed fration of the Ginzburg-Landau-type surfae �eld: Boh3 = (0:81 � 0:02)B3, in-dependent of the surfae topology, see Fig. 14. This sug-gests some intrinsi but yet unknown e�et behind theformation of the oherent surfae superondutivity.5.2 Frequeny dependene of the on-dutivityUp to now we have disussed the a suseptibility andondutivity in the quasi-stati limit at f = 10 Hz. Theinvestigations have been extended up to 1 MHz. InFig. 15, the quantity !�00, whih is a measure of thesuperuid density, and the loss omponent �0 are shown

Figure 11: Top: The real part of the resistivity j�0j of an EPsample as a funtion of �eld. For B > Boh3 the data are welldesribed by the power law urve �0 / jB�Boh3 j1:3. Bottom:The imaginary part of the ondutivity in omparison withthe power law �00 / jBoh3 �Bj1:3.

Figure 12: Analysis of the singular behaviour (a) of the realpart of the resistivity �0 and (b) of the imaginary part ofthe ondutivity �00 of an eletropolished Nb ylinder at 6 K.Open irles: before baking, losed irles: after baking. Thesolid urves are power-law �ts revealing the same exponentsbefore and after baking. Note that the oherent surfae �eldis larger after baking.8



Figure 13: (a) The real part of the resistivity �0 and (b) theimaginary part of the ondutivity �00 of a hemially ethed(BCP) ylinder. Open irles: before baking, losed irles:after baking. Test temperature 6 K.
Figure 14: Linear relation between Boh3 and B3 obtainedfor samples with di�erent surfae treatment. The data pointlabelled \X" refers to a Nb single rystal with an ethed sur-fae [40℄.

as funtions of the applied �eld for frequenies between10 Hz and 1 MHz. In the normal onduting regimeabove B3 we �nd that �0 = �n = (2:1� 0:3)109 (
m)�1is frequeny independent and also �eld independent sineit agrees with the value obtained in zero �eld (seeSet. 2). Below B3, �0 beomes frequeny dependent.

Figure 15: The omplex ondutivity �(!) as a funtion of�eld for frequenies between 10 Hz and 1 MHz. The topgraph shows �0, the bottom graph !�00. The indiated riti-al �elds B1, B2, Boh3 and B3 separate �ve phases: Meiss-ner M, Abrikosov A, oherent surfae superondutivity C,inoherent surfae superondutivity I, normal state N.From the �eld dependene of !�00 it is possible to distin-guish �ve phases of the samples obtained by sweeping thed magneti �eld [41℄. The indiated ritial �elds sepa-rate the Meissner phase (M), the Abrikosov vortex lattiephase (A), the oherent surfae phase (C), the inoherentsurfae phase (I), and �nally the normal phase (N). Thetwo surfae phases are depited shematially in Fig. 16.The Meissner and Abrikosov phase are frequeny inde-pendent. The strongest frequeny variation is observedlose to the oherent surfae �eld Boh3 .5.3 Surfae ritial urrentsAs a further evidene for the oherene of the surfae su-perondutivity below Boh3 , a �nite ritial urrent has9



Figure 16: Shemati view of the oherent and inoherentsurfae phases of a superonduting ylinder.been deteted [38, 40, 41℄. To this end, a small longitu-dinal gradient in the d magneti �eld B of the SQUIDmagnetometer has been utilized, the �eld inhomogeneitybeing 0:0025%=mm. During the motion of the samplethrough the pikup oil with a veloity vz the �eld gra-dient indues an azimuthal eletri �eld along the ir-umferene of the ylinder of radius aE� = avz2 � dBdz :

Figure 17: a) Shematis of the surfae superurrents aord-ing to Fink and Barnes [44℄. b) Dependene of the surfaeurrent per unit length Js on the normalized magneti �eld(Boh3 �B)=(Boh3 �B2) for all samples. (T = 2 K).Depending on the diretion of motion, the response iseither diamagneti or paramagneti. These responsesare symmetri with respet to the linear bakground

Figure 18: Magnetization of an EP ylinder between B2 andBoh3 at 6.0 K measured along positive and negative �eld gra-dients. Above B2, the magnetization is independent of thesan veloity vz. Note the small values of the magnetization.Mel(H) = �elB=�0 due to the paramagnetism of thenormal ondution eletrons in niobium (see set. 6).The indued surfae urrent per unit lengthJs (B) = M � �elB=�0 (5.3)is shown in Fig. 17 for all samples as a funtion of theredued �eld (Boh3 � B)=(Boh3 � B2) at 2.0 K. Animportant observation is that Js (B) does not dependon the san veloity vz, whih has been varied between0.1 mm/s and 40 mm/s (see Fig. 18). This indiates thatE� is always large enough to exite the ritial surfaesuperurrent density in the ylinder, Js (B).Aording to Abrikosov [43℄ the surfae urrent density(urrent per unit length) should obey a power lawJs (B) / �1� BB3�v (5.4)with v = 1:5. For the EP samples we �nd an exponentv = 1:6� 0:1, onsistent with the Abrikosov alulation.The measured urrents per unit length of 477� 24 A/m(unbaked) and 374� 24 A/m (baked) are in good agree-ment with preditions by Fink and Barnes [44℄ who on-sider a multiply onneted surfae sheath with two ur-rents owing in the opposite diretion as illustrated byFig. 17a. In this sense, our surfae urrent (5.3) must beinterpreted as the di�erene between two large ounter-rotating urrents. We observe a lear di�erene betweeneletropolished and hemially ethed samples: the BCPylinders have a fator of six smaller ritial surfae ur-rents and the exponent is larger, v = 2:5� 0:3.Following Ref. [38℄ we ompare the exponent v with thesaling predition for a multidimensional perolation net-work, v = t � � [45℄. For the EP sample the magni-tude of the so alled twistedness index of the marobond,� = t � v = �0:3 � 0:3 is in agreement with the small10



and negative value found for 2-D granular superondut-ing PbGe �lms [45℄. The higher value of � for the BCPsamples indiates that the surfae urrents have to followmore ompliated orbits than in EP samples. The lowersurfae urrent densities Js in BCP-treated surfaes andthe higher twistedness index � are possibly related tothe larger roughness at the grain boundaries.The surfae urrents per unit length, as measured in ourexperiment, are three orders of magnitude lower than theurrents that would be needed to exite a niobium avityto rf magneti �elds beyond H2 � 3 � 105 A/m. How-ever, our quasi-stati measurements (f = 10 Hz) do notexlude the possibility that muh higher surfae urrentsmight exist in the non-equilibium state of superondu-tivity whih is relevant for high-frequeny avities.6 Paramagneti suseptibilityBy measuring the magneti suseptibility in a large ex-ternal �eld B = 0:7 T where the entire sample is in thenormal state it is possible to searh for magneti impu-rities in the niobium. The data are shown in Fig. 19afor temperatures between 2 and 300 K. Above 50 K ourresults on the paramagneti suseptibility �el of the nor-mal ondution eletrons in Nb are in exellent agree-ment with previous measurements by Heht�sher [46℄.Below 50 K an additional ontribution to � is observed,whih obeys a Curie-Weiss law�� �el = C=(T � �);see Fig. 19b. The �t values for the Curie onstant Cand the Curie-Weiss temperature � are listed in Tab. 5.Suh behaviour indiates the presene of loalized mag-neti impurities. While � ' �1 K for all samples, theCurie onstant, being proportional to the onentrationof the loalized magneti moments, inreases during thebakeout.Table 5: Curie onstant C and Curie-Weiss temperature �.Sample C [�K℄ � [K℄BCP 72:3� 0:1 �0:5� 0:2BCP baked 100:6� 0:07 �2:2� 0:1EP 40:2� 0:3 �0:8� 0:2EP baked 71:0� 0:1 �1:5� 0:2BCP baked+10�m BCP 48:3� 0:4 �1:7� 0:3Oxygen vaanies in the Nb2O5 sheath would be a goodandidate for loalized magneti moments [47℄. TheirCurie-Weiss behaviour has been observed in Nb2O5�Ærystallographi shear strutures with C ' 10 mK forÆ � 0:17 [47℄. Assuming the shear struture to be presentin the d ' 5 nm thin Nb2O5 layer, one expets a Curieonstant C = 3d=a �10mK � 0:12 �K. Sine this is morethan two orders of magnitude smaller than the values in

Figure 19: a) Temperature dependene of the suseptibilityof all samples measured at B = 700 mT. b) Curie-Weiss on-tribution to the paramagneti suseptibility. Solid lines are�ts to the Curie-Weiss law (�� �el)�1 = (T � �)=C.Tab. 5, oxygen vaanies in the Nb2O5 sheath annotaount for the observed magneti behaviour.The paramagnetism of other impurities, whih may beintrodued by the BCP and EP proesses, like N, C,F, P, S, the hydrogen bonded H2O/CxHy (OH)z [48℄and some niobium suboxides NbOx (x . 1), has notyet been investigated. Perhaps they form lusters withlarge paramagneti moments. After baking, the Curieonstant C is found to be inreased by about 40� 50 %.One possibility would be that during baking additionalmagneti moments are released from external or internalsurfaes.The observation that a BCP-treated sample has a sig-ni�antly larger Curie onstant than an EP sample indi-ates that the magneti moments are not on�ned to thesurfae only but reside also deeper in the material, prob-ably in the grain boundaries whih are more pronounedin BCP than in EP surfaes.11



7 Summary and onlusionsAs expeted, the bulk properties of the niobium samples,T, B, RRR and B2, remain invariant when di�erentsurfae treatments suh as hemial ething and ele-tropolishing or a low-temperature bakeout are applied.In ontrast to this, the superonduting properties of thesurfae itself are found to be strongly modi�ed by thesetreatments. Evidene for surfae superondutivity at�elds exeeding the upper ritial �eld B2 of the bulk isfound in all samples. The ritial surfae �eld B3 is al-ways larger than the value B3 = 1:695B2 derived fromthe Ginzburg-Landau theory, the ratio r32 = B3=B3amounts to 1.86 for BCP samples and 2.1 for EP samples.It inreases further by baking the sample at 120�140ÆCfor 24 to 96 hours. We interpret this enhaned surfae�eld as being due to inreased impurity ontents of theniobium in a layer lose to the surfae and, related tothis, a redued eletron mean free path. The most likelyontaminant is oxygen.A most remarkable observation is that two di�erentphases of surfae superondutivity exist whih are sepa-rated by a \oherent" ritial surfae �eld Boh3 : a oher-ent phase C for applied �elds between B2 and Boh3 withbipolar shielding urrents going around the whole ylin-drial sample, and an inoherent phase I between Boh3and B3 whih is haraterized by disonneted super-onduting regions with normal zones in between. BothBoh3 and B3 depend on the surfae preparation but theratio Boh3 =B3 has the value 0.81 for all samples: BCP,EP, unbaked and baked. A power-law analysis of theomplex ondutivity and resistivity reveals that at Boh3a phase transition takes plae between oherent and in-oherent surfae superondutivity. For the EP samplesthe exponents are in agreement with the expetation forperolation through a two-dimensional network of super-onduting and resistive setions. A di�erent behaviouris seen in the BCP samples, here the dimensionality ofthe network would have to be slightly larger that two.We suspet that this may be related to weak links at thegrain boundaries and to more ompliated, nonplanarurrent paths in the surfae layer.In the oherent phase C, a small net urrent around theNb ylinder an be indued by a time-varying magneti�eld whose diretion depends on the sign of _B aordingto Lenz's rule. However, this net urrent, being the dif-ferene of two ounter-rotating urrents, is only a few 100A/m and thereby three orders lower than the rf urrentsthat would be needed to operate an aelerating avityat rf magneti �elds above H2 � 3 � 105 A/m. Oursteady-state results do not exlude the possibility thathigher surfae urrents might exist in non-equilibriumstates, for instane in the high-frequeny �elds appliedto aelerator avities. In the BCP samples the surfaeurrents are a fator of six lower whih again points toweak links at grain boundaries.An important result of our investigations is that the var-ious surfae preparation steps improving avity perfor-

mane have all a well-measurable inuene on the mag-neti properties of the samples. Eletrolyti polishingof a BCP sample raises the ritial surfae �eld B3 byabout 10 %. The low-temperature baking leads to a fur-ther enhanement by 20%. The ritial exponents ofthe power law �ts near Boh3 are di�erent for EP- andBCP-treated samples: we get s = t = 1:3� 0:1 for EPand s = 1:05 � 0:1, t = 1:4 � 0:1 for BCP samples.From this one an onlude that the smooth EP sur-fae is able to support planar (two-dimensional) surfaeurrents while the rough grain boundaries in a BCP sur-fae enfore more ompliated urrent patterns. The EPsamples feature a oherent surfae phase whih resemblesthe Meissner phase in the bulk. In the BCP samples thisoherent phase is disturbed by weak links at the grainboundaries.The paramagneti suseptibility in the normal-onduting regime is dominated by the normalondution eletrons in niobium but at low tem-peratures an additional ontribution is observed whihobeys a Curie-Weiss law and an be attributed toparamagneti impurities. Their number is inreasedby low-temperature baking (LTB). This in qualitativeaordane with the generally aepted interpretationthat LTB leads to a partial redution of the Nb2O5 layerand an oxygen di�usion into deeper layers. Remarkably,the density of paramagneti impurities is larger in BCPthan in EP samples, whih may be an indiation thatthe impurities in grain boundaries play an importantrole.In our view, the above observations are of high relevanefor rf avities and underline the superiority of eletropol-ished surfaes. It must be emphasized, however, thatmeasurements on niobium samples do not render av-ity tests superuous. One essential di�erene is that thesamples are investigated in a large d bakground mag-neti �eld with a superimposed small a �eld while inthe avities the rf magneti �eld assumes large ampli-tudes. It is by no means obvious that the superondu-tor responds in the same way to these di�erent ondi-tions. In partiular, the dramati improvement in thehigh-�eld performane of EP avities by applying thelow-temperature bakeout ould ertainly not have beenpredited from the 20% growth of B3 observed in EP-treated Nb samples. Aording to our understanding theunderlying mehanisms of the bakeout e�et are not yetfully understood.AknowledgementsThanks are due to R. Anton (University of Hamburg)for his advie and the possibility to use his equipmentfor sample preparation, to N. Steinhau-K�uhl (DESY) forarrying out the BCP and EP treatments of the samples,to D. G�orlitz (University of Hamburg) for his help andto W. Gil (University of Hamburg) for SEM and AFMmeasurements on the samples. The work of S.C. was sup-12



ported by the Deutshe Forshungsgemeinshaft throughGrant No. CA 284/1-1.AppendixThe SQUID-Magnetometer MPMS2 made by QuantumDesign is an exellent apparatus to measure the d mag-netisation and the a suseptibility of samples with avery high sensitivity and over a wide range of magneti�elds and temperatures. A superonduting solenoidprodues a d �eld up to �1T, and a opper oil with 8turns produes a-�elds from 10 nT up to 0:5mT, withfrequenies from 0:01Hz up to 1 kHz. The temperaturean be varied from 2K up to 350K. The measurablerange of magneti moments extends up to�0:3 Am2 witha sensitivity of 10�10 Am2.
Figure 20: Shemati oil on�guration of the SQUID mag-netometer.The detetion oil system is built as a gradiometer ofseond order and made from a single length of superon-duting wire. The enter oil with two turns is woundlokwise, the upper and lower oils are 14mm awayfrom the enter oil and onsists of a single turn eahwound ounter-lokwise (see Fig. 20). This on�gura-tion anels noise due to utuations in the large mag-neti �eld of the superonduting magnet. Together witha transformer whih ouples the urrent hanges to therf-SQUID the pik-up-oil forms a losed superondut-ing loop.For d magnetisationmeasurements, the sample is movedthrough the pikup oil at onstant speed. The sanlength is typially 40mm, measurements are taken at30-50 positions. At eah position the motion is shortlystopped for the measurement. The urrent indued inthe pikup oil by the moving sample is proportional tothe magneti moment of the sample.The a suseptibility is measured at two di�erentpositions: in the enter oil of the pikup system andin the lower ompensation oil. Before applying the a

�eld a nulling proedure is arried out to remove the in-dued signal from swithing on the superonduting oil.
Figure 21: Coil on�guration of the mutual indutane mag-netometer.In the seond magnetometer, skethed in Fig. 21, themeasuring oil system onsists of two idential oilswound in opposite diretion. Without sample the in-dued voltage is almost balaned to zero. The sampleis positioned in one of the two pikup oils so that themeasured voltage is given by the following relation:U = iIa!Mqf� (7.1)where Ia = I0 exp(i!t) is the urrent in the a oil,M the mutual indutane oeÆient between the a oiland one of the pikup oils, qf the �lling fator givenby the ratio of sample volume to oil volume and � thea suseptibility of the sample. Sine the two pikupoils are not exatly idential there will be a bakgroundvoltage Ub, that depends on the frequeny and amplitudeof the applied a �eld.U 0 = os� (U 0m � U 0b) + sin� (U 00m � U 00b )U 00 = � sin� (U 0m � U 0b) + os � (U 00m � U 00b );where U 0m and U 00m are the real and imaginary part ofthe measured signal. The system is alibrated with aspherial GdCl3 � 6H2O sample of 3 mm diameter. Foreah a amplitude and frequeny the phase � and themutual oupling M are determined from the onditions�00 = 0 and �0 = C=T , where C = 0:65� 0:01 K is theknown Curie onstant of GdCl3 � 6H2O .Referenes[1℄ Gmelin, Handbuh der anorganishen Chemie, Vol.49(Nb), Springer Verlag Berlin, 1970.13
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